Are All Market Indexes Created Equal;
Over the past few years, the industry has witnessed a significant increase in the cost for market data, especially in
the form of market indexes. Although some investors assume that market indexes are “free” because they are easily
viewed on the Internet, in fact, market data providers incur costs to develop and maintain the indexes, and thus
charge fees for the licensing and redistribution of index data. These costs have risen to the point where it is now
quite common for custodians to pass them along to their clients. While in the past the reporting and distribution
of index data might have been seen as a “cost of doing business,” this is no longer possible due to the rising costs.
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Even as many of the major index providers have in
creased fees, the market has seen a simultaneous emer
gence of lowcost providers. As the index landscape
expands with more options, the challenge for investors
is to determine whether each offering, high or low cost,
provides a comparable level of market assessment. In
this paper, the authors seek to address this issue by com
paring several available indexes for both the global and
U.S. equity markets. Their goal was to ascertain how
closely related each index is to the others, based on their
published methodologies and statistical comparisons. By
providing a framework for the comparison of indexes,
this research will help investors answer critical questions
when evaluating index options, including: When could
Winter 2015/2016

a lower cost benchmark function effectively? And when
is a higher cost benchmark important because of specific
construction methodologies, maintenance processes, or
a particular brand value?
BACKGROUND
The Benchmark Selection Process
Market indexes are used by a variety of participants in
the industry, including:
•

Asset managers (“buyside”), who frequently use
market indexes to structure passive strategy invest
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ments, compare the success of their active or passive
investment approaches, and analyze the contributors
to performance through performance attribution
techniques;
•

Asset owners (e.g., pension funds, endowments,
foundations, corporations, family offices, and indi
viduals), who use market indexes to gauge the suc
cess of their managers, as well as their own success
in making allocation and manager selection deci
sions;

•

Investment consultants or advisers, who use indexes
to represent asset classes in asset allocation opti
mization analysis;

•

Financial institutions (“sellside”), who may use in
dexes as a component of a specific trade they offer
to their trading counterparties; and

•

Custodians, who provide market indexes along with
other information to their asset manager and asset
owner clients in support of investment performance
analysis.

As such, both asset owners and asset managers are fre
quent participants in the benchmark selection process.
Asset owners, often with guidance from their investment
consultant, select the benchmark they believe best rep
resents the target market or segment of the markets.
Asset managers select a benchmark for marketing pur
poses, and they are incented to structure or compare their
strategies relative to the most common benchmarks to
facilitate inclusion in manager searches. Additionally, an
asset manager will look to use a benchmark that repre
sents the best opportunity set for their strategy; the pool
of securities from which they select to build their port
folio. This is particularly true of quantitative strategies
where a manager may use the benchmark constituents
in the first step of an optimization process to construct
their portfolio using a factorbased approach.
Depending upon how active or passive the particular
strategy is, an asset manager may be willing to compare
portfolios managed to the same strategy using multiple
benchmarks selected by different clients. For passive
strategies, the selection of the benchmark is fundamental
to the construction process, but asset managers are often
willing to construct passive strategies against a different
benchmark chosen by the asset owner. Active strategies
Winter 2015/2016

are more likely to support comparison to a different
benchmark that represents the same market. In effect,
asset owners may feel that the selection of a particular
benchmark is the decision of the consultant or the man
ager, and the consultant or manager may feel that the
benchmark selection is determined by the asset owners.
In addition, these criteria are typically considered in the
benchmark selection process:
•

Objectivity and availability of construction rules;

•

Amount of history available (the index inception
date);

•

Amount of the market the index covers (the per
centage of stocks in the universe that is included,
as well as the percentage of the total market capi
talization included);

•

Degree of concentration in the index, by individual
issues as well as sectors or other components;

•

Amount of turnover the index typically experi
ences; and

•

Weighting method employed to construct the index
(e.g., price, market cap, equal, GDP, or float
weighted).

•

The treatment of dividend income and taxes

Cost should arguably be a criterion as well, but unless
one is aware that (a) there is a cost, (b) what that cost
is, and (c) that there are lower cost providers that offer
reasonable alternatives, it won’t be taken into consider
ation.
Ultimately, benchmark selection is often based on what
others do. In the 1960s and 1970s, a wellknown apho
rism asserted that “no one ever got fired for picking
IBM.” Despite the existence of viable competitors (the
“BUNCH”1), including some with arguably better
equipment, many technology users would “play it safe”
and choose the brand that most other institutions fa
vored. Likewise, a few market index vendors have es
tablished such a stronghold for their “brand” that their
index’s use has become quite common. Since marketing
and brand development  perhaps more than legitimate
superiority  often contributes to brand dominance, the
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case could be made to add “popularity of the index” to
the above list of selection criteria. However, we feel that
popularity alone should have minimal, if any, role in the
selection process.
Brand Dominance and the Need for Cost Transparency

for benchmark decisionmakers to convey relative price
sensitivity to benchmark producers. In addition to in
creasing licensing costs, several index vendors have also
begun to require direct contractual relationships with in
stitutional investors over the past few years. These re
lationships add another layer of cost and vendor
management complexity for investors.

The brands entrenched as the market leaders and de
ployed as the industry de facto standards generally tend
to command premium fees, and have many restrictions
on the use of their data compared with other available
index brands in the market.

“In all the years of my experience, nobody talked
about the cost of benchmarks. They have always
been free. Some of these benchmarks/indices are
deeply baked into the system. They are named in
everything from board approved investment pol
icy statements to compensation agreements.”
 Steven Hosier, Assistant Director,
Investments, Cleveland Clinic

Some examples of restrictions include:
1) license restriction to the platform through which the
data is received, and therefore additional costs incurred
if the same dataset is received through additional analy
sis systems,
2) a restriction in passing through detailed analysis to
thirdparties (asset owners and/or consultants) which
might identify security constituents beyond a summary
level, and
3) restrictions applying a time lag for distribution of
data.
Although other vendors have offered market index al
ternatives described as “comparable to the most popular
indexes,” with fewer restrictions on the use of data and
often lower fees, these new brands have struggled to
gain significant traction. It may be that this lack of adop
tion of new benchmark choices is due to inertia in the
investment process, or the perceived risk of justifying a
change.
One important dynamic at play around benchmark se
lection is the general lack of transparency. Often, deci
sionmakers do not have a lot of information about the
index market, costs, and restrictions on use and distri
bution of data. Historically, they did not incur any spe
cific fees for the use of index data. Instead, index
vendors charged fees to asset service providers and asset
managers, who embedded these costs within other serv
ices provided to asset owners without revealing the var
ious costs and licensing restrictions of different index
vendors. Consequently, benchmark costs continue to
grow unabated, without any mechanism in the market
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Further complicating the cost issue is the increasing
complexity of processing and acquiring benchmark
data. The volume of indexes available has grown sig
nificantly over time in number and complexity. Index
vendors offer variations of index products, differentiat
ing toplevel returns from sector level or security level
weights and returns, and vendors define index levels,
groupings, and permitted use differently. Some index
vendors require that any blend of two or more bench
marks from the same vendor, or hedged to a base cur
rency, are custom indexes that require additional
permissions and fees; the maintenance of lists of per
mitted uses and users of different levels of data also in
creases administrative costs. Higher volume processing,
along with more restricted usage, has also significantly
impacted the cost of processing and acquiring data.
On the whole, market indexes are intended to represent
the investable market, and there are often several index
vendors that describe the same market in similar ways.
Specific indexes are proprietary to a particular market
data vendor, who sets the price for that data. It is not
possible to buy one index from another source without
a license from the market data vendor that produces that
index. The question then becomes whether the indexes
created by different vendors are sufficiently similar that
investors can choose from a variety of viable choices.
THE APPROACH
In light of the abovedescribed dynamics, the goal of
this research project was to determine whether compet
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ing market indexes are, in fact, equivalent  i.e., do they
provide comparable results? To explore this issue, we
examined both the methodology used in key indexes’
construction, as well as the correlation in their perform
ance.

Test Selection

Index Selection

•

We compared the indexes using monthly observations
covering a period of at least seven years (84 months).
We looked at the market indexes in a few ways:

The following vendors elected to participate in the study:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard & Poor’s
Wilshire Associates
NASDAQ
Thomson Reuters
Morningstar
Freedom Index

Additional vendors elected not to participate in a pub
lished study at this time, including MSCI and FTSE.
We applied key rules to govern the selection of our study
indexes:
•

If a participating vendor offers more than one index
to represent the equity market, we selected the index
most commonly used by investors to represent their
total market equity allocations.

•

These indexes are dominated by large cap stocks, but
the number of stocks in each index is different. For
example, we elected to include the S&P 500 rather
than the S&P 1500, because most investors use the
S&P 500 to represent their U.S. equity allocation —
even when their managers may invest in smaller cap
stocks within the mandate.

•

•

First, we used Analysis of Variance (ANOVA),
and more specifically, Tukey’s HSD (honest significant difference) test, to determine whether
the average monthly return of these indexes
were statistically different from each other. After
reviewing the results, we realized that the question
of whether or not the average return of one index is
likely to represent another index is not the most ap
propriate question in evaluating the choice of in
dexes to represent a specific market. The ANOVA
showed significant similarity among the indexes,
but because we believe it answers a different ques
tion, the ANOVA results are not included in this ar
ticle.
Next, we looked at the correlation matrix to analyze the relationship of the correlation of each
index to each other index within the same category. Based on discussions with industry practition
ers, we believe that the correlation matrix is an
intuitive analysis that will help communicate the re
lationship of indexes to each other in a way that fits
well in many traditional investment allocation and
monitoring processes.
Finally, we conducted a Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) to evaluate the strength of the
relationship of the indexes to each other. The
PCA supplements the correlation matrix to empha
size the strength of the relationships of the indexes
to each other. This analysis attempts to explain how
much of the variance in a set of data is due to dif
ferent factors.

•

We did not include indexes made up entirely of small
cap stocks in this analysis.

•

Similarly, when vendors offer more than one index
to represent the global equity market, we selected
the index most commonly used by investors to rep
resent the global equity allocation.

We then paired the statistical analysis with qualitative
fundamental analysis looking at the holdings within
each index at a point in time.

We included indexes that incorporate developed and
emerging markets, but did not include indexes that
incorporate frontier markets.

Given the way most investors use indexes to represent
their asset allocations, we believe the correlation matrix
is the most intuitive and effective analysis to illustrate

•
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Table 1: U.S. Equity Indexes Correlation Matrix

Table 2: Global Equity Indexes Correlation Index

the comparison of indexes within the same market cat
egory. The analysis of variance of sample mean monthly
returns and the principal component analysis are inter
esting in reviewing the assumptions of the comparison,
but based on the authors’ collective experience in dis
cussing these issues with institutional investors, the pri
mary question we believe investors will have in
considering index comparisons is “how well an index is
correlated with a potential alternative.”

cluding: proper representation of an asset class, the abil
ity to passively manage against the index, and opera
tional efficiencies. The way an index provider constructs
its indexes results in specific membership, which ulti
mately drives performance. Although differences in con
struction and methodology can result in membership
differences, the analysis shows that the outcome in

Thus, we analyzed 10 years of monthly returns for
global indexes (Jan 2005 to Dec 2014) and 7 years of
monthly returns for U.S. domestic indexes (Feb 2008 to
Dec 2014) using this approach.

Table 3: Percentage of the Total Variance
Explained by Each Principal Component
U.S. and Global Equity Indexes

Methodology Analysis
Index providers put a significant effort into the construc
tion of their indexes with a variety of goals in mind, in
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terms of performance and correlations is minimal at the
total level.

on details around construction and methodology includ
ing:

Regardless, it is important to understand some key
methodology differences that can have a more signifi
cant impact on subindexes/regions of these index fam
ilies. As part of our analysis, we drilled down on those
construction and methodology differences (and similar
ities) that, in theory, would cause the most impact to per
formance. A summary of this analysis is included in the
Findings section below, and a matrix of this methodol
ogy is included in the Appendix. Also included in the
matrix is a link to each vendor’s website where avail
able, which provides a very detailed construction and
methodology document for each provider.

•

FINDINGS
Index Correlation
The principal component analysis indicates that the first
component accounted for 99.9% of the variance of the
global index variations and 99.8% of the U.S. index vari
ations. This result is a strong indication that the indexes are statistically very closely related to each
other.
The resulting correlation matrices for U.S. domestic and
global equity indexes are included in Tables 1 and 2. All
of the correlations of the index pairs were greater than
99 percent for both the U.S. and the Global indexes; the
lowest correlation is 99.4 among U.S. index pairs and
99.8 among global index pairs. The complete principal
component analysis results for both data sets are in
cluded as Table 3.

In terms of a U.S. domestic index, the index
providers in our study take a broad range of ap
proaches to defining a company as a U.S. company.
These range from a simple approach of companies
having their primary exchange in the U.S. (Morn
ingstar) to more complicated matrices including
multiple factors such as primary exchange, % of as
sets/ revenues in the U.S., and SEC classification
(S&P). Even with a matrix of similar factors, the
way these factors are implemented can cause dif
ferences. Yet again, due to capitalization weighting
and the largest securities in the world being U.S.
(by all measures), even these differences do not im
pact correlations significantly.

Methodology and Performance
The weighting methodology of securities in an index has
a huge impact on performance. Indexes in the market
place come in a variety of weighting schemes: capital
ization weighted, equal weighted, GDP weighted, factor
weighted, etc. As previously mentioned, in the cases of
the indexes being analyzed, all use a capitalization
weighted approach, giving the most considerable weight
to the largest stocks in the marketplace. Given this sim
ilarity in approach, the actual members of each particular
index become the most important differentiator, based
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Country identity of securities. As the world be
comes more global in nature, one of the biggest
challenges for index construction is defining what
single country a security belongs to. If all index
providers viewed companies the same in terms of
country (and they were all capitalization weighted),
there would be little difference in membership, and
thus, in performance. However, this is not the case.
Some index providers use a single factor to deter
mine country while others use a complex matrix.
Index providers need to answer questions such as:
What country assignment is most relevant for a U.S.
incorporated company trading on the NYSE which
is headquartered in China with 100% of their assets
and revenues being China based? Or where to as
sign a multinational company with headquarters
and trading in multiple countries? Each index
provider can take a different approach. Although it
may seem this only exists for the countryspecific
indexes such as U.S. domestic indices, if an index
provider uses a topdown approach (country first)
in index construction, then the differences can be
prevalent in a global index as well.

•
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Number of securities. While the number of secu
rities in total is not important (as the smaller com
panies at the bottom have a smaller weight), it is
important that all of the largest securities are repre
sented. For example, the S&P 500 is not comprised
of the largest 500 stocks in the U.S.; it holds ap
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Table 4: U.S. Equity Indexes Security Count 
Morningstar
U.S. Market
Index

Table 5: U.S. Equity Indexes Market Capitalization 
Morningstar
U.S. Market
Index

Table 6: U.S. Equity Indexes: Largest Sector Weights 
Morningstar
U.S. Market
Index

•

proximately the largest 160+ stocks, then member
ship moves down the capitalization spectrum, but
not necessarily in the order of descending market
capitalization. Many other providers take an allin
clusive approach that includes all companies within
a specific capitalization range. This once again
shows the power of capitalization weighting. Even
with the overall membership differences, the per
formance/correlations are similar due to the similar
ity in the upper capitalization tier.

HoldingsBased Findings: U.S. Index Families

User-specific details. Many other details around
construction and methodology that differentiate
providers become important depending on the end
goal of the user and the subindex chosen. For ex

Through our review of differences in methodology
among index families, we uncovered the characteristics
analyzed in Tables 4 and 5. In the U.S. market, the typ
ical attributes that drive performance are capitalization,
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ample, rebalance frequency and turnover is impor
tant for passive management; style methodology is
valued for growth and value mandates; and the des
ignation of an emerging country is important for
emerging mandates. As the indexes become more
concentrated and specialized, the details of the
methodology become more important to the end
user.
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Table 7: Global Equity Indexes Security Count

sector exposure, and security selection. The U.S. bench
marks in this analysis deviate greatly in the concentra
tion of securities and the distribution of market
capitalization. Broad market indexes hold over 3,500 se
curities that range downward to $100M in market cap,
while large cap indexes hold around 500 stocks, which
range downward to $1.4B.
Despite these differences, however, the weights of the
largest stocks vary little due to the consistency of capi
talization weighting methodology. For example, the se
curities greater than $72.71B (mega cap) represent a
weight within each index ranging from 3748 percent.
Market capitalization weighting also results in a reason
ably close average from $100B to $128B. Therefore, al
though the number of securities and the distribution of
market capitalization range differ, weighting minimizes
those differences.

each index, and the remaining sectors also are in line.
A look at the characteristics of global index families also
shows little difference across those reviewed, as illus
trated in Table 7. Even with a wide variance in security
concentration, ranging from as little as 2,000 securities
to more than 11,000, there is little difference observed
in the country weights. As expected, the country with
greatest representation in all cases is the U.S., with an
allocation of between 4953 percent. As seen in our
comparison of U.S. indexes, the U.S. portions of global
indexes behave and look similar. Therefore, with the
similar U.S. components representing over 50%, it is
logical the global indexes will perform similarly to their
U.S. counterparts. The most volatile of countries,
emerging markets, is relatively consistent across in
dexes as well, ranging from 811% of market value.

Since the indexes’ weighting and security selection
methodologies are similar, it is logical that the sector
weights would follow suit. In all cases, the largest sector
weight is financial services followed by technology, as
seen in Table 6. Financial services weights range from
1721%, while technology ranges from 1618 percent.
These two sectors combined account for over 35% of

“Data costs rarely get the sort of visibility in a busi
ness that they should. The mindset that benchmark
data costs are a cost of doing business is the biggest
barrier to getting an industry change of attitude on
this issue.”
 Joe Kavanaugh, CFA,
Kleinwort Benson Investments

Table 8: Global Equity Indexes Market Capitalization
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While the largest country and emerging markets expo
sures are similar, we observed small, nonmaterial dif
ferences in country allocation among global indexes.
Morningstar, as an example, tends to cover more of the
the globe with exposure to Africa / Middle East coun
tries such as Egypt, Morocco, Qatar, and UAE (totaling
.24%) while Thomson Reuters is more concentrated and
lacks exposure to these countries. These small differ
ences may result from the security selection process, not
necessarily because the vendor restricts the country from
inclusion; some indexes chose securities from a country
perspective, while other providers use a bottomup ap
proach.
Another driver of differences within a global index is
capitalization range. As seen in the U.S. indexes review,
the allocation to large versus small stocks is important
to performance, especially considering that the method
ologies are all capitalization weighted. The range of al
location to mega cap (greater than $72.71B) is smaller
in global indexes than in the U.S. indexes, ranging be
tween 3136 percent (Table 8).
TRANSPARENCY
Custodian Guidelines
In order to provide greater transparency to all industry
participants regarding the increased costs for market
data, The Spaulding Group developed Custodian Guide
lines for Transparency in Benchmark Costs, which in
clude the following:
•

Provide transparency to endclients on the relative
cost of benchmarks;
•

•

The total cost of using benchmark data may also
be taken into account, including index provider
licensing fees, and the resources involved to col
lect and process the related files and data;

Conduct a free customized benchmark cost analysis
upon request from clients that would demonstrate
the relative cost of benchmark data options.

The custodians involved in authoring this paper have
adopted these guidelines as a way to further educate
their clients, and as a mechanism to reduce costs.
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Evidence of Index Switching to Save Money
In order to be motivated to make changes in indexes,
asset owner and managers must be aware of (a) the in
creased costs and (b) the availability of lower cost al
ternatives.
In 2012, Vanguard announced that it was switching the
target benchmarks for 22 of their index funds (from
MSCI to FTSE (for six) and CRSP (for 16). This tran
sition was “expected to result in considerable savings
for the fund’s shareholders over time.” (Vanguard
(2012)).
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Through our research, we have confirmed that there is
minimal difference between several index providers that
serve the U.S. and global equity markets in terms of per
formance; while methodology varies among indexes,
those variances are largely tempered by capitalization
weighting.
Our analysis reinforces earlier research, including the
Norges Bank Investment Management study of global
equity indices comparing the offerings of MSCI and
FTSE (NBIM, 2014). The authors of that study also con
cluded that while “a walkthrough of the methodology
for the two global benchmarks shows that there are mul
tiple differences in the rules that decide which stocks go
into the index, we also see that, for a global investor,
these differences do not make much of a difference to
risk/reward, especially over the last few years.”
Although we don’t address costs specifically within this
report, our research was conducted against the backdrop
of major increases in market index data costs over the
past few years. As costs have risen, it has become nec
essary for many custodians and, in some cases, asset
managers to pass these costs directly along to their
clients. But the costs for this data are often not clear to
investors. Through our study of a number of prominent
indexes, we see a significant opportunity for vendors to
increase transparency in the overall costs and compara
bility of choices available to investors.
With this increased transparency, we believe that in
vestors may identify significant differences in index
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fees, and may thus reduce expenses by switching to a
lower cost provider that offers a similar benchmark. The
insight this paper offers regarding the similarities in
index performance may provide confidence to investors
seeking cost savings with a new, lower cost provider.
Opportunity for Future Research
This research focused on two equity markets: the United
States and global. But, as we know, there are many other
equity markets that can be defined geographically, by
style or market capitalization, and by the degree the mar
ket is developed. In addition, there are indexes that rep
resent different asset classes (e.g., fixed income, cash,
real estate), as well as combinations thereof.
Consequently, we are not able to extend our findings to
other markets; we cannot state whether we would obtain
similar results if, for example, we looked at the vendors
who provide market indexes to cover emerging market
debt, small cap U.S. stocks, municipal bonds, etc.

point of contact for clients looking to create, trade, hold,
manage, service, distribute or restructure investments.
BNY Mellon is the corporate brand of The Bank of New
York Mellon Corporation (NYSE: BK). Additional in
formation is available on www.bnymellon.com. Follow
us on Twitter @BNYMellon or visit our newsroom at
www.bnymellon.com/newsroom for the latest company
news.
About State Street Corporation
State Street Corporation (NYSE: STT) is one of the
world’s leading providers of financial services to insti
tutional investors including investment servicing, in
vestment management and investment research and
trading. With $27.3 trillion in assets under custody and
administration and $2.2 trillion* in assets under man
agement as of September 30, 2015, State Street operates
in more than 100 geographic markets worldwide, in
cluding the U.S., Canada, Europe, the Middle East and
Asia. For more information, visit State Street’s website
at www.statestreet.com.

Therefore, our study and its findings provide a starting
point for future research that extends our analysis into
other geographical regions and asset classes.

* Assets under management include approximately $25
billion as of September 30, 2015, for which State Street
Global Markets, LLC, an affiliate of SSGA, serves as
the distribution agent.

This information is for general, marketing and/or infor
mational purposes only and it does not constitute invest
ment research or investment, legal, or tax advice. It is
not an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any product,
service, or securities or any financial instrument, and it
does not constitute any binding contractual arrangement
or commitment of any kind. Any opinions expressed in
this document are subject to change without notice. No
permission is granted to reprint, sell, copy, distribute, or
modify any material herein, in any form or by any means
without the prior written consent of the authors.

About Northern Trust
Northern Trust Corporation (Nasdaq: NTRS) is a lead
ing provider of wealth management, asset servicing,
asset management and banking to corporations, institu
tions, affluent families and individuals. Founded in
Chicago in 1889, Northern Trust has offices in the
United States in 19 states and Washington, D.C., and 20
international locations in Canada, Europe, the Middle
East and the AsiaPacific region. As of December 31,
2015, Northern Trust had assets under custody of
U.S.$6.1 trillion, and assets under management of
U.S.$875 billion. For more than 125 years, Northern
Trust has earned distinction as an industry leader for ex
ceptional service, financial expertise, integrity and in
novation. Visit northerntrust.com or follow us on
Twitter @NorthernTrust.

About BNY Mellon
BNY Mellon is a global investments company dedicated
to helping its clients manage and service their financial
assets throughout the investment lifecycle. Whether pro
viding financial services for institutions, corporations or
individual investors, BNY Mellon delivers informed in
vestment management and investment services in 35
countries and more than 100 markets. As of Dec. 31,
2015, BNY Mellon had $28.9 trillion in assets under
custody and/or administration, and $1.6 trillion in assets
under management. BNY Mellon can act as a single
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Northern Trust Corporation, Head Office: 50 South La
Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60603 U.S.A., incorpo
rated with limited liability in the U.S. Global legal and
regulatory information can be found at
http://www.northerntrust.com/disclosures.
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About The Spaulding Group
With offices in the New York City and Los Angeles met
ropolitan areas, The Spaulding Group, Inc. is the leader
in investment performance measurement products and
services. TSG offers consulting along with GIPS and
nonGIPS verification services. It conducts operations
reviews and software certification as part of its consult
ing group. The firm publishes The Journal of Perform
ance Measurement, a quarterly publication we launched
in 1996 and hosts the Performance Measurement Forum
and Asset Owner Roundtable. The firm also sponsors
the annual Performance Measurement, Attribution and
Risk (PMAR) North America and PMAR Europe con
ferences which are recognized as the leading perform
ance measurement conferences in the industry. TSG’s
Institute of Performance Measurement offers perform
ance measurement training, including a fundamental’s
course on performance measurement, a course on per
formance attribution, and two CIPM exam preparation
courses.
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